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80,000 MileTread WarrantyAria AH7All Season - Grand TouringSize: 225/50R17Where's the price? Available (Last Checked 10/25/20) Nexen Aria AH7 is an H and T-speed rated high performance touring tires. They are an all-season tire that works well in most weather environments, including light snow.
Aria AH7 tyres are designed to do well in most conditions, even when driving at high speeds. 225/50R17 Nexen Aria AH7 has a diameter of 25.9, a width of 9.1, is mounted on a rim of 17 and has 802 revolutions per mile. It has a maximum load of 1477 lbs, has a maximum air pressure of 51 psi, a tread
depth of 10.5/32 and should be used on a rim width of 6-8 . See all tyre sizes Aria AH7 Write a ReviewPrimacy MXM4 ZPAvg. $202.00$60 RABATChampion Fuel FighterAvg. $149.00Cinturato P7 All Season Plus IIAvg. $157.00Turanza Serenity PlusAvg. $95.00Optimo H725AVg. $151.00See all
225/50R17 Grand Touring All Season Tires ✓ Tires after diameter size Select Acura Alfa Romeo American Motors Aston Martin Audi Bentley BMW Buick Cadillac Chevrolet Chrysler Datsun Katsun Eagle Ferrari Fiat Ford Genesis Geo GMC Honda Hummer Hyundai Infiniti Isuzu Jaguar Jeep Kia
Lamborghini Land Rover Lexus Lincoln Lotus Maserati Maybach Mazda McLaren Mercedes-Benz Mercury Mini MG Mitsubishi Nissan Oldsmobile Plymouth Pontiac Porsche Ram Rolls Royce Saab Saleen Saturn Scion Smart Subaru Suzuki Toyota Volkswagen Volkswagen Select Year Select Model
Select Option ©2020 Walmart Magazine, Inc. We detected suspicious activity from the IP address and temporarily blocked it as a security precaution. Please check the box to let us know that you are human (sorry, robots are not allowed). I bought a set of tires and unfortunately ordered the wrong size.
TireBuyer arranged free shipping to return them, credited me, and shipped me the right tires within 24 hours. Amazing job, well done! -Paul B. The order was received by the plumber the next day, excellent delivery service. Had tires installed and I'm very pleased. The installer was very reasonable and I
will use it again. - C.G. When I wasn't sure what tire my SUV took, I called the company. A representative of the company explained everything to me in detail and recommended the best tyre. AWESOME company to work with. -Debbie Tires Right, unbeatable price, timely shipping, fantastic installation.
What more could you want? I'll definitely buy from TileBuyer again! - U.A.Z. Easy returns have to come back? no problem. Items delivered to a TileBuyer installer: Returns are FREE ARTICLES can be returned for up to 45 even if they have been used (A few exceptions apply) We will pick up the items,
even from the installer's store Items delivered to another address: Unused, unmounted items can be returned for up to 30 days A nominal shipping fee applies only to the tires and wheels of the car/truck/SUV. return TireBuyer.com return Easy Installation We've partnered with over 8,500 professional
installers nationwide – including the best tire stores in your area. Here it works: After you add tires/wheels to your cart, we'll show you the TireBuyer installers in your area. Choose an installer and we'll deliver your order directly to their store. Many orders arrive in 1-2 business days. Once the order is at the
installer, go to the tire shop and have new tires installed. Do you want help? Call our experts if you're not sure about the tyre size you need or if you have any other questions, call us or talk to us. Our customer service team: Has over 150 years of collective experience in the tyre industry is located in our
offices in Bellevue, Washington (near Seattle) Can Help You in English or Spanish Get Regular In-House Training, as well as Training from Tire and Wheel Manufacturers Hours of Customer Service Monday to Friday: 8am – 10pm ET Saturday: 9am – 7:30 PM ET Sunday: Closed About TireBuyer Hi, it's
nice to meet you! Here are some quick facts about us. TireBuyer is owned by American Tire Distributors (ATD), the largest tire distributor in North America. ATD has been in business for more than 80 years. We have more than 115 warehouses in the United States - at least one in almost every state.
TireBuyer has partnered with more than 8,500 professional tire installation stores in the US. We have an A+ rating from the Better Business Bureau and have won the Bizrate Circle of Excellence Award (based on customer reviews) over the past three years. We offer thousands of product reviews and
installation on our website. Click Image to view The AH7 Area is suitable for year-round exploration - designed for safety and precision even on wet roads. Increased block stiffness helps with excellent cornering grip at high speeds, while sound is reduced by an optimal 5-way arrangement that distributes
noise at a low level. The AH7 area has a uniformly designed central width that achieves uniform tyre wear for greater pleasure and driving value. T and H Speed Rated UTQG 760 A TREAD WEARWARRANTY 80,000 mi ROAD HAZARDWARY 2/32 or 1 year ROADSIDEASSISTANCE 36 Months FREE
TRIAL 45 Day or 500 Miles SCRIS DE: Serg | January 2, 2018 Good Things Written by: DF | December 17, 2017 After about 1000 miles I have no complaint. Tires run quietly at highway speeds and seem to have good traction and control. Switch to contentLast updated: May 3, 2019 Why do you trust
DWYM? DWYM is the reliable source of product review. Together with our internal experts, our analyzes thousands of product reviews from the most trusted websites. Then we create an easy-to-understand review. learn more. Look for the DWYM seal for products that are the best in the category. We
looked at top car tires and dug through reviews from some of the most popular review sites. By analysis, I set the best car draw should buy. Editor's note August 23, 2019:Checkout The Best Car Tires for a detailed review of all top car tyres. In our analysis of 51 expert reviews, NEXEN Nexen Aria AH7
Radial Tire placed 7th when we looked at the top 9 products in the category. For the full ranking, see below. The four-cane design capitalizes on optimal driving performance on wet roads and all four seasons. The uniformly designed central width evenly distributes the external pressure when it comes into
contact with the road surface and prevents unilateral wear and tear. Five random design step changes reduce model noise. Increased block stiffness and uniform block distribution ensure maximum adhesion during high-speed turns. Excellent tread life and very good dry braking, hydroplaning resistance
and snow traction. While most all-season tires provide little in snow traction mode once the snow starts adding up, Nexen AH7 holds its own in this area. Although it is nowhere near the traction level of a dedicated winter tyre, it offers a much better grip than average in winter road conditions. No matter
how well you take care of your car, how often you inspect or how regularly you change oil, there is a side that will need to be replaced regularly: tires. Hop out of a car with old tires in a ride with new ones, and you'll instantly feel the difference. It could be the most important safety feature on any car, so
before you slap that cheap replacement set, there are a few things to consider. Putting proper tires on your car will ensure that the speedometer is accurate and transmission does not take any tasks you can't handle – let alone the peace of mind that comes with healthy, road-catching wheels. First, let's
answer the question: Do you need a new set of tires at all? Most buyers replace their tires on one of two occasions: When they get an apartment or when a mechanic tells them they need it. While you will certainly be able to feel the change in handling as the tires lose their tread, there are a number of
slightly visual cues that can alert you when your tires are on their way out. Most modern tyres come equipped with tread wear indicators. While the exact placement of indicators may vary, they should be quite obvious. Just look for small bars in the tread rails, running perpendicular to the tread pattern. In a
new or lightly used tyre, they should be be well below the top of the tread. Once they are color with the outer surface of the tread, it is definitely time to replace the tire. Otherwise, there is an old-fashioned trick to test the tread depth, and therefore wear on your tire. Take a penny or a quarter and insert it
into the deepest tread you can find on your tire, making sure to align in such a way that you are soaking Abe Lincoln Lincoln George Washington) in the canyon headfirst. If you can still see the top of their head, it's time to go tire shopping. Newer cars can do all of these things by alerting you to tire
pressure changes, but there's still a good reason to periodically check the tread up close and personal. The way the tread is worn may even be a red flag for alignment or inflation issues. Is the tread worn more on one side of the tyre than on the other? Check the alignment. Is there more wear on the
shoulders (outer edges) of the tyre than in the centre? Your tire could be undersped. Loss of tread on the center, but no shoulders? It could be too much. Once it's time to buy a rubber, you'll find an intimidating amount of options there. The first thing you have to do is look at your old tires. You may not
want to stick with the exact type or brand as old wheels, and that's good - especially if they haven't served you well. But you should get at least one tire with the same size and rating speed as the original set of your car. And that's the original set, remember - that might not necessarily be the last set of tires
you had. Find the size and speed of the rating? Look out the driver's door. There should be a sticker there with all the specifications on the tire set factory. Finding numbers on a tire is a little more complicated, but relatively easy, if you know what you're looking for. On the side wall of any tire, you will find a
set of numbers. To get the size, look for a prominent set of numbers and letters separated by a slash. (This is a/symbol, remember. If there is a real slash, it can find another rubber.) This character set is the size: The first letter represents the general type of tyre (P for the passenger, perhaps), while the
first set of numbers before slash is the width of the tyre in millimetres. After slash, you will find another number that represents the aspect ratio, then a letter telling you what tire construction is (R for radial, B for strap bias and D for diagonal bias). The number after this letter is the wheel rim diameter. After
all this, you should see another two- or three-digit number followed by a letter. The number is the load index, a number that is used to measure the maximum carrying capacity of the tyre. The letter is your rate of speed. It's a code you can easily search elsewhere, but in general: The higher the letter in the
alphabet, the more speed your tyres can handle consistently. (Except H rating, which is somewhere in the middle of the typical high rating tires.) If you feel this jargon, you don't feel you have to translate it. Just remember these are the numbers you'll need to match from the original tires to the new ones.
Apart from measurements, there is a wide range of tires to choose from. All-season tires, would be Westlake RP18 are a popular, all-around choice. While not culminating in terms of grip or handling, they are more than capable for most shuttles and will keep that grip in rain or light snow. Performance
tyres are usually marketed for sports cars, with their higher manoeuvrability and balanced rating speed of a shorter tread life. Snow tires, as you might expect, are deeply canned to handle heavy winter conditions, while summer or three-season tires are built for a faster ride, either in rain or sunny weather.
Many modern cars have electronic alerts that tell drivers when air pressure is low in a particular tyre. Even with that reserve, it's good to check their air pressure every month. It is important to keep them inflated to the correct amount, and you can find that air pressure assessment in the driver's manual or
the sticker on the driver's side door. Be sure to use this number and not the air pressure listed on the side wall of the current tyre. This number is usually the maximum amount of air pressure, not the recommended amount. There's a lot of numbers and letters on the side wall of your tire, other than the
size. Some of them, would be the load index, are good to know. Others would be UTQG (Uniform Tyre Quality Grading), important sound, but are not vital. UTQG is an evaluation system for treadwear, traction and temperature, which was originally established in the 1970s by the National Road Traffic
Safety Administration. However, the tests that determine the assessments are often performed by the manufacturers themselves, and there is a lot of space of movement in the methodology that allows the numbers to be fudged. So even though these ratings were easy to compare between tires (and
they're not), they should take with a grain of salt. A number should pay attention - especially on worn tires - is the date of manufacture. Even if the tires have gone completely unused, the damage to the material will happen over time - the same will see cracks appear in old rubber bands when stretched.
Even completely new tires can start to wear down after five years or so, and that process accelerates into warmer climates. Don't buy tires for over 10 years and, in the unlikely event yours are still rolling after that time, have replaced them immediately. Tire warranties can provide some pleasant peace of
mind for buyers. And if it's a bad guarantee, that peace of mind will last until the tire has a problem. Pay particular attention to the type of warranty for a tyre. Guarantees could give a ballpark idea of how long a tire is expected to last, but you can usually only hope to get a partial refund – which must apply
to the cost of a replacement tyre, which is the same brand and model. Road hazard guarantees, as the name suggests, will more than wear, including accidental flat tyres and maybe even roadside assistance. Read carefully though: A particular tire store or mechanic often offers such guarantees, and
warranty could only be refundable if you are close to that store. Store.
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